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According to the attorneys at Brinks Hofer Gilson

& Lione, one of the largest intellectual property

law firms in the U.S., both patent holders and wine

collectors must have a strategy for acquiring and

maintaining their holdings. For example, should

the collector focus on French wines, international

reds or verticals?  Is the collector acquiring wines

for future auction or simply for personal

consumption?  If the collector is holding wines to

drink later, are the bottles being held for the right

amount of time?  Like the holder of patents, the

wine collector must preserve and evaluate

inventory; decide how much money to spend

purchasing wines; properly maintain the bottles;

and secure appropriate insurance for the wines.

“As with a valuable patent, a great wine ‘gone

bad’ is a wasted asset,” according to William

Frankel, a shareholder at Brinks, who provided the

wine cellar analogy at a recent seminar in Menlo

Park, California, entitled “Intellectual Asset

Management Update: Translating Intellectual

Property and Business Strategies into Bottom Line

Value.”  

After introducing the wine cellar analogy,

Frankel spoke about intellectual property asset

management to attendees from a wide range of

Fortune 500 companies, including Accenture Ltd.,

Visa USA and IBM Corporation.  “Intellectual

property,” Frankel says, “is both a legal asset and a

business asset, which is why companies must

strategically manage and monetize patents and

other intellectual property.”

Specifically, a company’s intellectual property

asset management program should provide a

framework for documenting, evaluating,

protecting and enforcing innovations.  The

program should also work to minimize the risk of

infringing the IP rights of others and mitigate liability

for the acts of the company’s employees and

agents.  Strategic IP management is especially

crucial these days. With the advent of new

compliance laws, a company’s senior employees

may be held personally responsible for

mismanagement of a company’s IP assets.

A detailed IP asset management plan can also

further the company’s business objectives, Frankel

explains, by securing a legitimate monopoly for

future exploitation of the company’s intellectual

property; using the company’s IP as equity in other

business ventures; generating cash by selling or

licensing IP; creating obstacles for competition;

and creating tax benefits.

KNOW WHAT YOU’VE GOT
The first step in IP asset management is an audit—

what Frankel describes as “knowing what you’ve

got.”  IP audits are not a legal requirement, so they

can be individually structured to the needs of

each company.  A company’s audit objectives

may include inventorying assets, ensuring

compliance with current laws and uncovering

overlooked opportunities, according to Frankel.

An audit can also be a component of due

diligence—that is, ascertaining the ownership of IP

in connection with pending transactions, such as

joint ventures and licenses.  Importantly, the IP

audit should not just consist of patents, but also

advertising and marketing materials, customer

lists, training manuals, product line reviews and,

notably, business methods.

An IP audit can also expose problems within the

company, such as decentralized management of

IP, inconsistencies in compliance, and

substandard documentation and tracking.  “Poor

intracompany communication is an issue we’ve

noticed through several IP audits,” adds Frankel.

“It’s a problem when the left hand enters into a

purchase agreement that can affect the right

hand, but the right hand doesn’t know about it!”

If a company prefers to narrow the scope of an

IP audit, it can target “problem areas,” Frankel

advises, such as if the company was recently sued

or a trademark is at risk of becoming generic.  In

narrowing the scope of an audit, companies

should target their important products and take

into account budgetary, time and personnel

considerations.

As part of the survey, IP auditors—typically a

combination of in-house and outside lawyers,

business people and senior management—should

interview company employees, organize existing

contracts and verify the integrity of IP records.  The

final deliverable is an audit report that can range

from 10 to 150 pages.

Perhaps the best analogy for a company’s intellectual
asset management program is the wine collector’s cellar.

MANAGING THE IP
“WINE CELLAR”

Value includes both the technological advance of the
invention and its economic value to the company. 

–Gustavo Siller, Jr, Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione

To succeed, companies need to think about culture 
and collaboration. –Suzanne Harrison, ICMG, Inc.
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Audits should be conducted every three to five

years.  But once a thorough audit has been

completed, the company doesn’t need to

reinvent the wheel.  “You can simply update the

relevant sections,” Frankel says.

ASSIGNING VALUE TO PATENTS
Once an audit is completed, the company should

develop a detailed portfolio strategy, focusing

primarily on the invention disclosure and

prosecution phases, explains Gustavo Siller, Jr., a

shareholder at Brinks and a former patent attorney

for the U.S. Department of Energy.

“Companies should devote more assets to

more significant inventions,” Siller says. “Every dollar

and every hour a company spends on one

invention is a dollar and an hour less it can spend

on another invention.  So, the key is to have a

strategy that places inventions into categories.

The problem is most companies don’t have a

formalized mechanism to value inventions relative

to each other.  Most companies’ decisions are

random, made by different people in different

divisions using different factors, and most

inventions are treated equally.”

Siller recommends that companies devise a

system—using the same factors consistently

throughout the organization—to determine the

value of every invention disclosure.  Value, he says,

includes both the technological advance of the

invention and its economic value to the company.

In analyzing the worth of an invention’s

technological advance, the company’s business

people should consider whether the invention is truly

pioneering; whether it will provide a significant

technical advantage over available products and

services; whether the advantage is aligned with the

company’s business strategy; and whether it is an

invention that can be used in a single product line or

across several product lines.  Similarly, in analyzing an

invention’s economic value, business managers

should query whether the company can increase

the price of a product that uses the invention; if the

company is going to save money in manufacturing

a product by using the invention; if the company is

going to be able to compete in a new line of

business because of the invention; and whether this

is a technology from which the company can derive

licensing revenues. 

“Companies going through this process should

assign a sliding-scale point value to each of the

factors that are important to the company,” Siller

says, noting that the point values will be different

for every company.  Using point values,

companies should place all new inventions in

categories ranging from significant inventions to

the lowest-ranked group, which requires careful

scrutiny as to whether a patent application is even

warranted. Business managers can regularly

update which category inventions fall into once

the original designation has been made.

“Indeed, companies should always analyze the

cost of their intellectual property over time,” adds

John Raley, intellectual asset manager for the

emerging businesses unit of Cargill Industrial Bio-

Products, the world’s largest privately owned

company. “Specifically, companies should

continually and critically examine their IP and

consider whether, in some cases, it’s actually

more cost-effective not to file an invention or

renew a patent.” Raley also advises aggregating

patent renewal decisions and avoiding

automatically filing for each country each time a

renewal is due.  “Always query whether the patent

is still important for the business or has it become

outdated?” Raley says.

REAL-WORLD EXAMPLES
In 1992, Dow Chemical Company embarked on

this very process of intellectual asset audit and

categorization, according to Sharon Oriel, Dow’s

former director of global intellectual capital.

Specifically, Dow classified its entire intellectual

property portfolio, which included 30,000 patents.

For 12 months, a team of nine people analyzed

each patent, determining whether the technology

was being practiced and whether it had potential

business use.  At the end of the process, Dow

saved $40 million by abandoning certain patents.

Dow then created a licensing business that grew

from $25 million to $250 million in just five years.

Another benefit was that the company’s business

and R&D groups started communicating more

and better allocating the company’s resources.

In another example of strategically transforming

a company’s asset portfolio, Jonathan Retsky,

chair of Brinks’ Intellectual Asset Management

group, spoke about his time as director of patent

operations at Motorola, which at the time held

25,000 patents.

In the 1990s, Retsky recalled, Motorola

employed no fewer than 150 in-house patent

attorneys.  All IP work, including 1,600 filings per

year, was done in-house, making the work high-

volume with very low operational metrics.  The late

1990s, however, brought the end of the telecom

boom and resources were tight.  Initially, the

company tried to simply scale down its volume of

patents, but the company’s existing system didn’t

scale well.  “To maintain the benefit of Motorola’s

significant licensing revenues, the company

needed a new approach—namely, a tactical

decision-tree for deciding what inventions to file.

Essentially, the company wanted to replenish its

patent portfolio with strategic assets, not simply

“low-hanging fruit, like antennas or battery door

covers,” Retsky explained.

In charge of reconfiguring Motorola’s IP asset

management team, Retsky took the bulk of its IP

attorneys and formed the “preparation and

prosecution” group.  These team members still

had numerical filing goals, but now also had a

budget to manage. To retain top-notch attorneys

who enjoyed “prep and pros” work, he awarded

significant bonuses for attorneys who exceeded

numerical goals.  The prep and pros group, which

worked alongside business people called

“technology asset managers,” had quarterly

reviews with portfolio managers so that everyone

could identify asset management problems

earlier in the process.  Retsky also increased

outside counsel usage and hired a controller

dedicated to patent operations.  “IP lawyers are

not good accountants,” he quipped.  To further

ensure that Motorola was filing precisely the right

patents, Retsky ’s team used a proprietary

database and an electronic disclosure submission

A company’s IAM team should adopt a two-part
strategy: to build a structured patent portfolio and to
leverage the portfolio for monetary return and/or
freedom of operation.
–Jonathan Retsky, Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
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and tracking program.

In redesigning the organization, Retsky learned

that a dedicated intellectual asset management

team would be essential to identifying and

cataloging Motorola’s patents.  Charged with

understanding the company’s entire portfolio as

well as competitors’ portfolios, the team ensured

that every patent contributed to Motorola’s return

on investment—that is, each patent either met a

strategic need in Motorola’s overall portfolio or

generated more licensing revenue.

FIGHTING OFF THE TROLLS
Michael Pierantozzi, director of strategy and IP

licensing at Hewlett-Packard Company, offers

further strategies for managing a large company

portfolio.  Hewlett-Packard, which has 25,000

patents and was ranked fourth in patent holdings

last year by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,

invests 5 percent of its revenue in R&D.  In

January 2003, HP created a wholly owned

subsidiary, supported by HP’s IP legal group, to

execute what Pierantozzi calls “anti-trolling

functions.”  That is, the subsidiary staves off other

companies whose primary business model is to

acquire patents for the sole purpose of asserting

them against other companies.  “This growing

patent troll industry,” Pierantozzi says, “is not

necessarily unethical, but creates an unfair

advantage in the marketplace and, in HP’s case,

caused a tripling in litigation costs.” 

In addition to serving anti-trolling functions, the

subsidiary ensures that HP’s senior intellectual

property management is consulted in all potential

transactions, which helps coordinate IP strategy

company-wide. With heavy involvement from

both Hewlett-Packard’s CEO and board, the

subsidiary helped increase HP’s IP income

fourfold.  “The objective,” Pierantozzi said, “is to

increase the company’s IP income by tenfold in

the next few years.”

ADDING “I-STUFF” TO THE 
ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
Like Hewlett-Packard, many companies are

thinking of intellectual property as a business asset

and not just a legal asset, taking into account the

strategic implications of IP and how it affects the

bottom line, says Suzanne Harrison, cofounder of

ICMG, Inc., and a vice president at LECG, a

management consulting firm.  Harrison is better

known as co-author of the book, Edison in the

Boardroom. Companies are also reassessing their

business models and looking for ways to increase

revenue without a corresponding increase in

products and services. 

While this is a positive development, Harrison

believes that companies need to go beyond and

also properly manage a critical asset that she calls

“I-Stuff”—that is, human capital, trade secrets and

know-how.  Why does this matter?  

“There’s more I-Stuff in companies than

intellectual property,” Harrison explains.  “To

succeed, companies need to think about culture

and collaboration.  People, especially

accountants and finance people, don’t like to

think about this soft stuff, but it matters.  With I-Stuff,

you have stakeholders, including employees, who

have goals beyond just increasing the company’s

shareholder value.”

Using an asset-value hierarchy of best

practices, Einstein in the Boardroom, Harrison’s

upcoming book, offers real-world case studies

illustrating how blue-chip companies like DuPont,

Ford, IBM and Procter & Gamble are

implementing an intellectual capital—or I-Stuff—

strategy.  Specifically, the book discusses I-Stuff

using the analogy of the Mobius strip. Also known

as the sign of infinity, the Mobius strip has no

beginning or end and movement among

quadrants is fluid, “which is how we should think

about I-Stuff,” Harrison explains. The four

quadrants of the I-Stuff Mobius strip are:

Building — creating a company culture in which

knowledge is effectively shared throughout the

organization;

Leveraging — commercializing I-Stuff, including

managing customer interaction;

Integrating — managing relationships across

organizational boundaries, including teams

outside the company, measuring I-Stuff and

creating an I-Stuff strategy that determines when

internal and external resources are used; and

Sustaining — evaluating the company’s

relevancy and goodwill and using corporate

values to help companies make better decisions.

At Dow Chemical, these soft, I-Stuff intangibles,

including work processes and employees, were

called “intellectual capital,” Sharon Oriel adds.

Responding to a conference participant’s

question on how to increase I-Stuff by motivating

team members to become engaged in the

intellectual asset management process, including

completing extra tasks that may not technically be

within their job duties, Oriel suggests giving them

an equal voice in strategy discussions and showing

them how their input created value to the

company.  In addition, Oriel suggests rewarding

managers on a scale that provides bonuses for

positively affecting the business as a whole.

In shoring up its intellectual asset management

team, Dow learned that intangibles management

is not a technology or legal issue, but a business

competency issue that has to do with culture. It’s

an everyday activity that requires an ongoing

investment to create value. ■

Biotech companies need a
great concept or product, a
great IP position and, most
importantly, a great,
experienced team.

–Donald Silvert, Ph.D.  

Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione

When undertaking a due diligence
study, first understand what your
client wants to do; second,
understand what the target
company wants to do; third,
understand the competitive
environment; and most importantly,
have a comprehensive business
plan in place.

–Jeffery Duncan

Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
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